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Estimation of the characteristic value of a soil property based on random sampling 

results and additional information

Estimation de la valeur caract6ristique d’une propriete du sol fondle  sur les resultats d’essais 

par sondage d’echantillons et des informations additionnelles

J. Hanisch & W. Struck -  Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT: All EUROCODES are based on the semi-probabilistic safety concept. According to this concept the design values Xd are 
replaced by characteristic values Xk (p%-fractiles) and related partial safety factors ym. The determination of the characteristic value is par
ticularly difficult in the field of soil mechanics, since there are in general only few random samples available on the soil property con

cerned. Although, within the safety concept, Xk is as important as ym, there are so far no details in EC 7 as to its determination. In order to 
change this in future it is demonstrated in the following, how x* is estimated statistically, if only the results of the actual random sampling 
are available, and how to proceed, if in addition further information is available on n and ct of the soil property concerned, which may lead 
either to a considerable improvement of Xk, or to a reduction of the required sample size n.

RESUME: Tous les EUROCODES sont bases sur le concept semi-probabilistique de s6curite. Selon ce concept les valeurs de calcul xd 
sont remplacees par des valeurs caracteristiques Xk (p%-fractiles) et des coefficients partiels relatifs ym. La determination des valeurs carac
teristiques est particulierement difficile dans le domaine de la mecanique de sols, parce que, en general, il y a seulement peu d’echantillons 
pris au hasard pour la propriete du sol concemee. Bien que, dans le cadre du concept de securite, Xk soit ainsi important que ym, il n’y a pas 
de details dans l’EC7 sur sa determination. Pour en remedier en future, il est demonstre dans le suivant, comment Xk est estime statisti- 
quement, s’il y a seulement les rdsultats d’essais actuels par sondage d'echantillons, et comment on precede, s’il y a additionnellement 
d’autres informations sur n et ct de la propriete du sol concemee, ce que peut conduire a une amelioration considerable de Xk ou a une re
duction de la quantite n d'echantillons.

1 INTRODUCTION

All EUROCODES are based on the semi-probabilistic safety con
cept. According to this concept the design values Xd are replaced 
by characteristic values Xk (p%-fractiles) and related partial safety 
factors ym (Breitschaft & Hanisch 1978).

results for the above ..experiment", how the characteristic value 
Xk (as mean value or as 5%-fractile) is determined for this basic 
variable, if
a) only n laboratory test results (actual information) are available,
b) apart from a) additional information (pre-information) is avail

able for this soil type on the statistical parameters |i and ct, which 
may lead either to a considerable higher value of Xk or to a reduc

tion of the required sample size n.

In the field of soil mechanics the characteristic value Xk of the soil 

property concerned is mostly estimated subjectively as „cautious 
estimate" of the mean value from the results of a random sample 
of very small size n with the individual store of experience being 
somehow taken into consideration".
In this connection Ovesen (1995) reports of an „experiment“ 
within the framework of the works on EC7. The 25 committee 
members were asked to determine the characteristic value Xk for 
the „ultimate limit state" out of the following 10 test results of a 
certain soil type:

138, 140, 170, 171, 179, 179, 182, 232, 258, 272 kN/m2; 
mean value = 192,1 kN/m2; standard deviation = 46,36 kN/m2. 
From the result of this relatively simple estimation of the charac
teristic value Xk as mean value on the basis of a sample size n = 
10 (which is an unrealistically high sample size!) it is evident that 
even „experts“ can come to completely different results. (The 
smallest estimated values for Xk were 145 kN/m2, the highest 200 

kN/m2)
Smoltczyk (1996) comments this experiment and points out 

that in the case o f ,.local failure" Xk shall be determined as 5%- 
fractile and not as mean value. In that case the estimation would 
have been considerably more dramatic.

Although, within the safety concept, Xk is as important as ym 
(cf. (1)), EC 7 contains no details as to its determination.

As a motivation for the further development of EC7, it is 
shown in the following how to estimate statistically Xk, by using a 
uniform statistical method which is free from any individual arbi

trary judgement.
For this purpose, the theoretical relationships are explained in a 

first step, and it is then shown by using the random sampling

2 STATISTICAL TERMS REQUIRED

2.1 Random sampling results, assumed distributions

The random variable X is assumed to be normally distributed. 
Based on a random sample the mean value n and the standard 
deviation ct of this normal distribution are established as esti
mated value. If this simplified assumption is physically of no 
sense (e.g. in the case of a too large standard deviation), the vari
able X is often assumed to be log-normally distributed and is 
transformed into a normal distribution (section 5).
Assuming that the values Xi.......... x„ are the measured values (=
realisations of the normally distributed random variable X) of the 
random sample concerned, we obtain

as an estimated value for the mean value (expected value) p. = 
E[X], and

as an estimated value for the standard deviation ct = D[X] of the 
normal distribution N(ji,ct).
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Any statement on the real statistical characteristic values |i and a 
of the population can only be made with a probability W, the so- 
called confidence level.

As a function of the sample size n and the confidence level W 
in %, a value xpw (cf. (7)) is given which in W% of all falls below 
the real statistical characteristic value of the population. The one- 
side error probability is thus 1-W.

The size of W depends on the risk which one is willing to ac
cept. Common values for W are 90% and 95%.

2.2 Confidence level W

3 STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN VALUE 
AND THE P%-FRACTILE (CHARACTERISTIC VALUE 
Xr ) BASED ON A SMALL SAMPLE SIZE WITHOUT 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The p%-fractile of the normal distribution reads

x p = V  + UP ■ (4)

with the fractile factor up\ for p = 5%: up = - 1,645 

for p = 50%: up = 0 

p is the probability that both x and u are below or equal 

to xp or up respectively.

The two uncertainties resulting from replacing |ix and c t x  by x 
and sx respectively can be combined in one factor for sx, which 
depends on the confidence level W, on the probability p of not 

being reached and on the sample size n.

(5)

where

t ( f  = n - l , 6  = - u p - j i , i v ) = t ,  (6)

is the non-central ^-distribution (Kuhlmeyer 1970) with the de

gree of freedom f  = n-1, the non-central parameter 8 = -upVn and 
the confidence level W.

The statistical estimated value for the characteristic value Xk 

results into

*  pW x ~ K „ (7)

For p = 50%, i.e. up = 0, the non-central t-distribution turns into 
the central t-distribution (Student's-distribution).

The non-central ts-distribution is tabulated, for example in the 
DIN-Fachbericht 32 (1991), Anhang B9.

Figure 1. Probability statement for possible numerical combinations o f ((iY. °y) 
given as distribution density fMi:(n,a) o f the two-dimensional random variable 

(M y,£y) (from Hanisch & Struck 1985).

butions ("boundary distributions") can be given with the expected 
values E(M) and E(E) as well as their standard deviations D(M) 
and D(I). (Analogously to a histogram).

If there are no data banks available, it will not be possible to 
obtain complete data; however, it may often be sufficient to do 
estimations being on the safe side (see below).

The following describes the context important for the applica

tion of the data without any further comments on their derivation, 
which is described in detail in Hanisch & Struck (1985):
The additional information can be considered as the result of a 

"fictitious sample"

niZ)= E ( Y 2x ) / D 2{ M x )

X(Z) =

*)

v { Z ) = 4  + 2 - E \ t: \ ) I  D l { z \ )  *)

^ ,7 ,-2

K(Z)

(8)

(9)

( 10)

( 11)

*) If there are no information about a) D (Mx) than njz) = 0,

b) D2(£2x) than v(Z) = n(zr 1 •

and can be combined with the results of the actual sample accord

ing to Hanisch & Struck (1985), equations (6) to (9), into the re
sult of one sample (see below).

Total information

(12)

4 STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF THE CHARACTER

ISTIC VALUE XK BASED ON A SMALL SAMPLE SIZE 
AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The estimation will considerably improve, if it is based not only 
on the results of the actual sample (index A) but also on addi
tional information (index Z) about |i and a of the particular soil 
property.

As is described in Hanisch & Struck (1985), this is obtained by 
trying to establish a probability statement for possible numerical 
combinations of (n,a) in the form of a distribution density 
fM,z(n,c0) the so-called (M,I)-density (Figure 1).

Note: This probability statement does not concern p. and a 
separately, but a possible combination of both, since the calcula

tion of a p%-fractile for a given population has to be based on the 

numerical combination (|J.,a) associated with this population.

The "boundary distributions" fM(n) and fi(a) given in Figure 1 
show that the mean values |i, and the standard deviations a, are 
known from former measurements of a very high number (i = 1,2, 
.., °o) of very large samples and that the corresponding distri-

v/ = v{A) + 5  (nM)) + v (2) + 5 {nm ) -  6  (n) 

[0 for (...) = 0
where 5  (...) = 

s x  = ~ ( ” m) ' •

1 for (...) * 0

( 13)

(14)

- n x 2)

( 15)

with the actual information: nM), xM), v{A)= f  = n{A) -  1,

Thus with the values according to (12)-(15) the statistical estima

tion of the characteristic value X|< is obtained analogously to (7) 
with (5) as
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xt =x p W

t [ f  = v , 5  = - u p ■ -Jn, Ŵ j 

Tn (16)

= x - K „

For v = n-1 values for KsW can be directly taken from the numeri
cal tables (DIN Fachbericht 32 1991, Anhang B9)

KsW = K S ( K P  = up, N  = n ,  w) (17)

For v * n-1 the values for KsW can be obtained by converting 
these table values (DIN-Fachbericht 32 1991, Anhang B9 Tabelle 
7) injo

K,w = j ^ - K S \ K P  = u, , N  = v + l , W (18)

taking particular note of the parameters to be changed.

The whole procedure is shown in a flow chart (Figure 2).

5 STATISTICAL ESTIMATION FOR A RANDOM VARI

ABLE WHICH IS LOG-NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED

For very large standard deviations of the soil property concerned 
it may happen, that the assumption of a normal distribution will 
lead to negative values for xk, which can be avoided by assuming 
a log-normal distribution (see section 2.1).

For the logarithms of the dimensionless numbers of the physi
cal values, which are than normally distributed, the statistical es

timation can be performed as described above. The statistical es
timated value for xk is then obtained by re-transforming to the 
physical value.

Y

log - normally distributed

In (X / b); b = dimensional constant;

normally distributed

- Z lnM )  * ln
n j , j  

1

x l b

+1)>

^ E ( I n ( V * ) - > ) 2 -  *n(v x + l )
rl j  = \

xp„ = exp (y - K sW-sy ) = exp [ypW)

The additional information (Z) is treated analogously.

(19)

(20) 

(21)

6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The example is carried out for n = 2; 3; 10 due to the numerical 
values of the measuring series of the „experiment“ described in 
section 1 (dimension kN/m2 is omitted in the following).

Analogously to (Hanisch & Struck 1985) the following as

sumptions are made:
1. Distributions: normal distribution, log-normal distribution.

2. Independent of the sample size n, the same values x and sx ( y  

and sy respectively), as they result from the numerical values of 

the measuring series, are used in the calculation.
3. Confidence levels: W = 0,95; W = 0,90.

4. Additional information:
For the mechanical properties of this soil type it is assumed that 
the following statistical parameters are known by experience:

a) E (M) = mean value of the mean values (i, of all occurences,

b) D (M) = standard deviation of the mean values |ij,

= 0,1 -E(M)
c) E (I  J = mean value of the dispersions ct, of all occurences, 

standard deviation of the dispersions a 2,

0,5 • E (I2)
Further on it is assumed that accidentally E (M) corresponds to

d) D (£ ) =

Figure 2. Flow chart for the statistical estimation of the characteristic value xkw

the sample mean and E (E2) to the sample dispersion.

When assuming that the soil property is normally distributed, 
the actual information is obtained for

= 2,3,10; x (/f) = 192,1; sX{A) = 46,35; v (A) = n(A) -  1

and the additional information as fictitious random sample, ac
cording to (8) - (11), for

n(z) = D 1{ MX) =  46,352/19,212 = 5,82

x (z) = E { M x ) = 192,1

( s 2,,) /  Z)2( z 2x ) = 4 + 2 ■ (46,352)2/(32,772)2 = 12v[Z) = 4  + 2 • £ 2

■£ f a )  = - 12
- ■ 46,35 = 42,312

The total information is obtained according to (12) - (15).

When assuming that the soil property is log-normally distrib
uted, the actual information is obtained according to (19) and (20) 
for

2,3 ,10, — 5,233 , — 0,233 , v(/() — 1

and the additional information as fictitious random sample, ac
cording to (8) - (11) with (19) and (20), for

"(Z)
= 0,20 ; y (Z) = 5,233 ; sr(Z) = 0,213 ; 12

The total information is again obtained according to (12)-( 15).

The results of the numerical example are given in an under
standable way in Table 1. The curves in Figure 3 represent the re

sults for n = 2 to 10 without additional information. The points 
given in the case of n = 2, 3 and 10 are the results for actual in

formation (A) plus additional information (Z).

7 CONCLUSIONS

1. The „experiment“ by Krebs Ovesen shows that even 
„experts“ are absolutely insecure as to the determination of the 
characteristic value Xk of a soil property. The most unsafe devia

tion from the value Xk = 166 kN/m2 (as mean value) estimated 
statistically „correct“ by Krebs Ovesen (for W = 0,95) were 20% 
(200 kN/m2). In the sense of the safety concept this would be 
equivalent to reducing the ym for the angle of friction <p from 1.25 
to 1.00.

2. The size of the characteristic value Xk is mainly dependent 
on the following assumptions:
a) determination as mean value (50%-) or as 5%-fractile

b) distribution: normal or log-normal
c) confidence level W = 0,95 or W = 0,90
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Table 1. Numerical examples for the statistical estimation for the p-fractile xp a)

(p = 50%- or 5%) with a given confidence level W; xDw
Information (A) (Z) (A)+(Z) p KP W KS K,w XnW

normally distributed

v = n - 1 n 2 2 0,50 0 0,95 4,464 4,464 -14,85

only (A)

X 192,1 192,1 0,90 2,176 2,176 91,22

V 1 1 0,05 -1,645 0,95 26,260 26,260 -1025,18

s 46,35 46,35 0,90 13,090 13,090 -414,68

v *  n - 1 n 2 5,82 7,82 0,50 0 0,95 0,455 0,630 166,21

(A) + (Z)

X 192,1 192,1 192,1 0,90 0,347 0,481 172,36

v 1 12 14 0,05 -1,188 0,95 1,949 2,67 81,60

s 46,35 42,31 41,09 0,90 1,749 2,423 92,56

v = n - 1 n 3 2 0,50 0 0,95 1,686 1,686 113,95

only (A)

X 192,1 192,1 0,90 1,089 1,089 141,64

V 2 2 0,05 -1,645 0,95 7,656 7,656 -162,79

s 46,35 46,35 0,90 5,311 5,311 -54,09

v *  n - 1 n 3 5,82 8,82 0,50 0 0,95 0,438 0,59 167,64

(A) + (Z)

X 192,1 192,1 192,1 0,90 0,335 0,451 173,39

V 2 12 15 0,05 -1,221 0,95 1,953 2,631 83,05

s 46,35 42,31 41,46 0,90 1,767 2,380 93,42

v= n - 1 n 10 10 0,50 0 0,95 0,580 0,580 165,23

only (A)

X 192,1 192,1 0,90 0,437 0,437 171,83

V 9 9 0,05 -1,645 0,95 2,911 2,911 57,16

s 46,35 46,35 0,90 2,568 2,568 73,06

v *  n - 1 n 10 5,82 15,82 0,50 0 0,95 0,358 0,432 173,51

(A) + (Z)
X 192,1 192,1 192,1 0,90 0,275 0,332 177,82

V 9 12 22 0,05 -1,364 0,95 1,973 2,379 89,62

s 46,35 42,31 43,08 0,90 1,822 2,197 97,45

log-normally distributed

v = n -1 n 2 2 0,50 0 0,95 4,464 4,464 66,24

only (A)

y 5,233 5,233 0,90 2,176 2.176 112,87

V 1 1 0,05 -1,645 0,95 26,260 26,260 0,41

Sy 0,233 0,233 0,90 13,090 13,090 8,89

v *  n - 1 n 2 0,20 2,20 0,50 0 0,95 0,455 1,186 146,60

(A) + (Z)

y 5,233 5,233 5,233 0,90 0,347 0,906 155,39

v 1 12 14 0,05 -0,630 0,95 1,211 3,164 97,50

s y 0,233 0,213 0,206 0,90 1,065 2,783 105,47

v = n - 1 n 3 3 0,50 0 0,95 1,686 1,686 126,52

only (A)

y 5,233 5,233 0,90 1,089 1,089 145,40

V 2 2 0,05 -1,645 0,95 7,656 7,656 31,50

s y 0,233 0,233 0,90 5,311 5,311 54,39

v *  n - 1 n 3 0,20 3,20 0,50 0 0,95 0,438 0,980 152,78

(A) + (Z)

y 5,233 5,233 5,233 0,90 0,335 0,749 160,29

V 2 12 15 0,05 -0,735 0,95 1,320 2,953 101,28

s y 0,233 0,213 0,208 0,90 1,174 2,626 108,43

v= n - 1 n 10 10 0,50 0 0,95 0,580 0,580 163,70

only (A)

y 5,233 5,233 0,90 0,437 0,437 169,22

V 9 9 0,05 -1,645 0,95 2,911 2,911 95,11

s y 0,233 0,233 0,90 2,568 2,568 103,02

v *  n - 1 n 10 0,20 10,20 0,50 0 0,95 0,358 0,538 166,78

(A) + (Z)

y 5,233 5,233 5,233 0,90 0,275 0,413 171,34

v 9 12 22 0,05 -1,095 0,95 1,637 2,459 110,05

s y 0,233 0,213 0,216 0,90 1,504 2,259 114,90

t "n 0 <1 y m ri ~~

(A), norm W=0,90 

j  i Q (A), log-norm W = 0,90 

-*--('A).nonnW 0,95

..............  —9— (A), log-norm W=0,95 ................... 1

..............  0 (A+Z), norm W = 090 .....................

0 (A+Z), log-norm W =0,90 

A (A4-Z), norm W = 0,95 

□ (A+Z), log-nom\ W -  0,95

H--------- 1--------T  ------ 1— — r --------T ------- 1--------- 1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

sanple size n(A)

Figure 3. Statistical estimation of the characteristic value a) Xk,5o%, b) x^s%
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d) use of additional information on |i and ct.
3. The determination of the characteristic value Xk is of the 

same importance as the partial safety factor ym (cf. (1)). 
Therefore:

4. For the purpose of harmonizing the procedure for the de

termination of the characteristic value x* the next edition of EC7 
should include detailed information indicating in which cases, for 

the proposed partial safety factor ym, the characteristic value xi< 
shall be assumed as 50%- and/or as 5%-fractile respectively, 
which distribution, confidence level W and which additional in

formation on |i and ct is recommended.
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